1. What is your overall impression of the poster content?  Note: Research at varying stages of development is being presented at the symposium. If appropriate, you may want to consider:

- Aims, problem area clearly described?
- Literature review critical, balanced?
- Methods clearly described?
- Statistical approaches appropriate?
- Most important findings presented, discussed?
- Overall Importance and/or practical value clear, persuasive?

2. What is your overall impression of the poster presentation?  You may want to consider:

- Visuals promote understanding?
- Writing cogent, compelling, organized?
3. Please note any mechanical (e.g. typographical, spelling, grammatical) errors you noticed:

4. What was the most compelling ‘take away’ from this poster presentation?

5. What questions are raised by this study that you would like to hear more about? Are there areas not considered that may be of interest?

6. Additional comments?